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72%

86%

Encourages imagination,
opportunities, solution-
centric skills, contribution
to society, decision making
skills
Can make teaching more
interesting if used right.

PROS

In general, most of the
participants replied with
examples of AI technology used
today. 

Do you know what AI is?

86% of the trainers responded
positively. It was mentioned that,
European projects help and
encourage them to be different
and reach out to more tools. 

Does the school support AI
tools for teaching?

Pros and cons of technology-driven
education

100%

72% Of trainers responded positively.
Some technologies mentioned were
chatbots, text recognition, voice
recognition,  image recognition etc.

Do you know what
technologies contribute to AI?

smartAInnovators
Promoting AI-driven digital Transformation and
innovation in VET Schools for social change and
better Skills match with the labour market.

VET Trainers

It should be included in all subjects,
not just STEM-related ones. ‘It’s the
future’.

Can the ecosystem of AI
empower VET students?

Online trainings are not
very interactive for
students, causing lack of
communication and social
skills. 
Too many distractions
when taught online.

CONS
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43%

57%

Operating a computer,
tablet and mobile phone.
Java Script
Python

43% of the students were aware
of the concept of AI technology.
One student responded that it
is the capability of a computer
to think and have a level of
consciousness.

Do you know what AI is?

57% of students replied that they
know the desirable skills. The most
popular one was at least one
programming language.

Are you aware of the desirable
skills of the labour market?

What are your
current digital skills?

43%

43% mentioned they are aware and
referred to technologies such as face
recognition, online gaming with bots,
voice recognition and 5G technology. 

Do you know what
technologies contribute to AI?

smartAInnovators
Promoting AI-driven digital Transformation and
innovation in VET Schools for social change and
better Skills match with the labour market.

VET Students

Less than half of the students mentioned
that they have some sort of technology
supporting them at school. Robotics labs,
tablets, projectors,  interactive
whiteboards.

Have you experienced any AI
skills at school so far?
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100%

72%

All students believe that it can
empower their future. Some
students mentioned that robots
could replace their teachers.

Can the ecosystem of AI
empower your future?

72% mentioned they do not feel
addicted to gaming. It is only a few
hours per day (3-4). 

Do you feel addicted to
gaming?



 

 


